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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The majority of asthma care is provided in primary care settings, and therefore the
General Practice Airways Group is delighted to contribute to the development of
guidance for inhaled corticosteroids in asthma by NICE.

2. The focus of the appraisal should be on improving control of asthma with ICS.
Poorly controlled asthma has an impact on individuals in terms of increased
morbidity and mortality. Asthma exacerbations result in significant costs to the
economy and to the NHS in terms of secondary care costs, particularly if
hospitalisation is necessary. The review of ICS treatment should therefore
include data on cost effectiveness of disease management, not just cost
minimisation.

3. Traditional measures used in ICS studies have focused on measures of lung
function and symptom scores. However this may not accurately reflect the true
degree of asthma control. Other outcome measure such as exacerbation rates and
health status may be more meaningful. However no single outcome measure
accurately reflects asthma control and more recent studies use composite outcome
measures.

4. Prescribers have to consider several factors other than the choice of molecule
when initiating or increasing ICS therapy. These include
a. ensuring that the diagnosis of asthma is correct,
b. checking that the delivery system is correct for the patient,
c. checking adherence with existing therapy.

5. Non-adherence is a significant issue in asthma care. Improving adherence needs
to be a priority for any health professional since it puts patients at risk of
exacerbations, and potentially hospitalisation, and even death. Combination
products may impact adherence positively, and lead to the patient deriving greater
benefit from the inhaled steroid.
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6. Another factor contributing to poor control is poor inhaler technique leading to
inadequate drug delivery. This is common in practice, and may influence the
choice of ICS inhaler prescribed.

7. While NICE intends to focus on compounds alone in this appraisal, from practical
experience it is clear that the delivery method selected may impact on the clinical
outcomes achieved. In the ‘real world’, the compound and device are therefore
closely linked. Using the same compound in different devices may achieve
different outcomes. The ease with which a patient can use a particular device may
well determine the compound selected for that patient.

8. It is important that recommendations for the use of ICS in asthma recognise
individual heterogeneity. Because there is such variation in response, clinicians
must consider a range of patient factors, and need to have a range of treatment
options available in order to select the best treatment for an individual patient.

9. Many randomised controlled trials of inhaled corticosteroids in asthma have strict
selection criteria for entry, which means that the RCT population may not be
representative of the asthma population at large. In order that the guidance is
representative and geeneralisable to the general asthma population, there is a need
for this evaluation to encompass robust and methodologically sound data from
‘real-world’ settings including studies in milder disease, pragmatic trials and
observational studies.

Key points in NICE ICS submission relating to children
10. Asthma has a high prevalence in children (12.5%-20% depending on definition)

11. Most children with asthma are treated in primary care.

12. There is evidence of undertreatment with inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) and
overtreatment with high dose ICS in children.
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13. Asthma diagnosis can be difficult , especially in pre-school children where
objective tests are difficult to perform and confusion with other wheezing
conditions can occur.

14. Clinical trials of ICS in “asthmatic” children may not therefore represent the true
clinical asthma phenotype.

15. In older children randomised controlled trials of inhaled steroids tend to have
narrow inclusion criteria which include lung function reversibility. This may only
represent one limited asthma phenotype. Asthma is a heterogeneous condition
with a variety of phenotypes. Response to inhaled corticosteroids (and
ICS/LABA) combinations may vary according to phenotype e.g. the presence or
not of other allergic disease.

16. In the “real world “ situation the response to inhaled corticosteroids is determined
by factors other than the drug itself. One important determinant of successful
asthma control is adherence to ICS therapy and another is the presence of
untreated active rhinitis.

17. An important determinant of successful adherence is the choice of delivery system
and inhaler technique. Other factors relate to psychosocial factors and the attitudes
of the parent and child towards their medication and disease.

18. Outcome measures in trials of ICS have traditionally used measures of lung
function . This has a poor correlation with symptoms and health status .Asthma
exacerbations are an important outcome measure which have an economic impact
on the health community, but trials need to be of sufficient power and duration to
show a significant effect No single outcome measure reflects asthma control.
Composite measures of asthma control may more accurately reflect the effect of
the disease and the effect of any asthma therapy upon the child with asthma.
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Notes:
At various points in the document we refer to ‘real world’ situations. What we mean
by this is the reality of everyday practice as opposed to a clinical trial setting.

There is material in this submission relating to asthma in both children and adults.
Data relating to children are woven in throughout the submission, with full supporting
references. Key points relating to children are highlighted above in the Executive
summary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 GPIAG

The General Practice Airways Group (GPIAG) is an independent charity representing
primary care health professionals interested in delivering the best standards of
respiratory care. It is dedicated to achieving optimal respiratory care for all through:
•

Facilitating and leading primary care respiratory research

•

Promoting best practice in primary care respiratory health through education,
training and other services

•

Representing primary care respiratory health needs at policy level

•

Supporting the development of primary care health professionals in respiratory
medicine

Membership is open to any primary care health professional.

The appropriate use of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) in asthma is of paramount
importance to the management of asthma in the community. The GPIAG has played
an important role in research clarifying the role of this technology in primary care
settings, in educating colleagues in the use of this technology and in the production of
national asthma guidelines. The GPIAG wishes to play a full and active role in these
appraisals and has engaged with NICE at every stage of the appraisal process so far.

1.2 What the GPIAG and other Primary Care professional groups can
contribute to the appraisal
We feel that adequate primary care input is essential for the resulting output to be
relevant to the needs of primary care practitioners. We agree with the statement in the
NICE guidance on the role of professional organisations in the appraisal process that
‘Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective of the technology within
the context of current clinical practice’, and wish to represent primary care
perspectives.
The guidance to professional organisations submitting to NICE appraisals makes a
number of requests that we will aim to meet in this document. These include:
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•

The pragmatic perspective on the use of ICS and ICS with long-acting beta
agonist technologies in every-day clinical practice, as opposed to controlled
trials

•

The way in which these technologies are currently used in the NHS, including
variations in practice and opinion

•

Practical implementation issues

•

Generalisability issues relating to extrapolation from clinical trials to the
populations encountered in clinical practice

•

Additional sources of evidence that may be missed in the literature search
criteria currently proposed and which may help in addressing the lack of
external validity of many of the trials undertaken

We feel that there are particular factors relating to the use of these technologies in the
treatment of asthma in the community that make these factors of crucial importance in
this particular appraisal; these include some issues that are particularly relevant to
inhaled corticosteroid therapy such as adherence, inhaler technique and issues relating
to the heterogeneity of asthma and the variability of response seen at an individual
level. We aim to provide evidence of how these issues may affect the appraisal and
guidance resulting from it.

2. ASTHMA CARE IN THE COMMUNITY

2.1 Locus of asthma care

Most people with asthma in the UK are now managed in primary care settings alone.
An Asthma UK survey in 2001 investigating asthma related health care professional
contacts by people with asthma in the previous 3 years1 showed that less than 1 in 5
patients with asthma received hospital care, while over 9/10 of patients were treated in
primary care, either by a GP, an asthma nurse of by both; disturbingly, 1 in 10
patients had seen no professional at all in 3 years. The vast majority of asthma care
therefore occurs in primary care settings, and it is of great importance that this is
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appreciated in the formulation of recommendations for management. Other relevant
factors in the community management of asthma include the central role of the
asthma nurse2;3 and the evolving role of the GP with a special clinical interest
(GPwSI) in respiratory medicine4 with over 1/3 of UK Primary Care Organisations
having or planning such a service.

2.2 Scale of asthma health resource utilisation in the community

Asthma is a very common problem in the community. Over 5 million people in the
UK suffer from asthma5, and asthma results in 18,000 new asthma consultation
episodes per week . The age specific prevalence rate of asthma ranges from
approximately 20% in children to 10% in the over 65 years group, and has risen
considerably over the last 30 years. The UK has one of the highest national
prevalence rates for asthma in the world6. Asthma consultation rates and adverse
outcomes are higher in socio-economically disadvantaged and ethnic populations7.
Asthma results in high costs to the community both in terms of direct medical costs
(pharmacy costs and healthcare utilisation costs), and in indirect costs (lost
productivity costs and social care costs; in 2001 societal costs were estimated at over
£2000 million8. However, cost of illness studies have shown that the majority of
asthma costs relate to poor asthma control, accounting for up to 75% of all asthma
costs 9;10. These studies show that pharmaceutical costs amount to a minority of the
total costs for asthma, and are outweighed by costs relating to poor control
(principally hospitalisation costs) and by indirect costs; it is very likely therefore that
more expensive technologies, including inhaled medication, that improve asthma
control would result in a reduction in overall societal costs, although they may result
in increased direct pharmacological costs.

We feel that the focus in this assessment should be on improving asthma control
rather than limiting asthma drug costs, as improved control is likely to be a dominant
economic strategy when a societal perspective is taken.
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2.3 Asthma management in the community

2.3.1 Asthma diagnosis

International consensus defines asthma as: ‘a chronic inflammatory disorder of the
airways…symptoms are usually associated with widespread but variable airflow
obstruction and an increase in airway response to a variety of stimuli’11. The diagnosis
of asthma is now usually made in community settings, and although guidelines
recommend that the diagnosis should be made on the basis of suggestive symptoms
and signs and supported by documentation of changes in lung function such as peak
flow variability or reversibility12, it is recognised that the diagnosis remains a clinical
one, and that a simple ‘gold standard’ diagnostic test does not currently exist13. The
symptoms of asthma are non-specific and overlap with other physical and functional
illnesses, and over-reliance on symptoms pattern alone may potentially lead to misdiagnosis14. It is recommended that a definite diagnosis should wherever possible be
made before maintenance ICS treatment is started, yet there is evidence that the
diagnosis is frequently made without documentation of objective lung function
abnormalities, and that ICS treatment is often instigated before a firm diagnosis has
been made15. In addition, although the demonstration of airway calibre variability and
reversible bronchoconstriction is highly specific for the diagnosis of asthma16, the
sensitivity and the positive and negative predictive values of these parameters are
low8;17;18; the failure to demonstrate such variability does not therefore exclude
asthma, particularly in milder disease. Patients who fail to demonstrate such
physiological abnormalities would not satisfy the eligibility criteria for most asthma
clinical trials19, but are common in community practice and are diagnosed and treated
as having asthma.
Evidence points to considerable heterogeneity in patients diagnosed as having asthma
in the community. Recent UK data shows that when detailed objective investigations
are performed on patients with a primary care asthma diagnosis, approximately ¼
show no objective evidence of bronchoconstriction, airways hyper-responsiveness or
airways inflammation20. Patients referred to secondary and tertiary care clinics with
previously diagnosed poorly controlled asthma have frequently been found to have
other co-morbid physical or psychological problems that have accounted for their
symptoms21;22. Diagnostic confusion with overlapping conditions such as COPD23 and
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functional breathing syndromes24 may exist. It is likely therefore that patients
diagnosed with asthma in the community have a variety of disease patterns and that
many will not show the classical patterns of disease; much of the evidence base for
effective interventions is therefore only generalisable with caution to the broad
primary care asthma population, and there is a need for pragmatic trials with broad
entry criteria and better phenotyping of asthma and asthma-like syndromes. It is also
important that recognition of the need for diagnostic review is made when failure to
respond to asthma therapy is found.

2.3.2 Asthma reviews.

There is evidence that structured proactive asthma care improves outcomes, and
primary care asthma clinics are now commonplace28 . GPs are encouraged to perform
annual asthma reviews as part of the Quality and Outcomes Framework. At asthma
reviews, primary care clinicians should assess asthma control, including current
symptom levels (the Royal Collage of Physicians ‘3 questions’), exacerbations and
lung function. Reasons for poor control should be sought including poor inhaler
technique, rhinitis, limited adherence to recommended treatment regime and patient
understanding and of and expectations from management. There is evidence in the
UK and other countries that high levels of morbidity frequently occur in adults and in
children29;30 and that professionals frequently fail to elicit the extent of morbidity by
not asking detailed and directed questions29;31. As a consequence under treatment or
inappropriate treatment may occur resulting in avoidable morbidity. There is evidence
of large variations in performance by GPs; recent UK data has indicated that the
proportion of community treated adult patients receiving ICS achieving good control
varies between practices from under 20% to over 80%32.
There is now also considerable evidence that involving the patient in managing his or
her asthma by the provision of education and a personal action plan results in
improved satisfaction and outcomes 33;34, but unfortunately this effective strategy is
under-used, and some professionals appear to doubt its effectiveness35.
Routine asthma care is now frequently effectively delivered by trained asthma nurses,
who now often make therapy decisions and may act as nurse prescribers according to
agreed management protocols2;3.
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It is also important when understanding the provision of asthma care in the
community to recognise that many patients are reluctant to attend for asthma reviews
and continue to order repeat medication without review, and that such patients often
have a poor outcome; strategies to improve review levels have included telephone
review36. Such innovative strategies to engage with such patients appear to increase
the level of patient participation in asthma review.
In summary, optimal outcomes of community asthma care occur when an accurate
review of control and the reasons for poor asthma control are undertaken and a
partnership is reached between the patient and the healthcare professional; this
situation does not always currently occur in the UK

2.4 ICS pharmacotherapy in the community

The foundation of asthma management in the UK, including pharmacotherapy, is
detailed in the BTS/SIGN UK asthma guidelines12. These guidelines have been
produced using an explicit evidence based medicine methodology37 and are regularly
updated. ICS are the recommended treatment for persistent asthma and have an
excellent efficacy and safety record at standard doses. It is now recommended
however that in patients uncontrolled on standard doses of ICS, add-on therapy should
be used be used before high-dose ICS are resorted to, both on efficacy and safety
grounds. There is evidence however that GP prescribing does not always accord to
guideline recommendations, with data indicating that high-dose and even unlicensed
dose treatment is often used in community practice in the UK both in adults38 and
children39, frequently without concomitant add-on medication. Over-treatment with
ICS may occur, as there is evidence that many patients from the community are able
to reduce ICS dose without loss of control, both in adults and in paediatric
practice40;41. On the other hand, there remains evidence of under-treatment for some
patients with under-use of ICS in patients with potentially avoidable morbidity30
Although current UK guidelines make general recommendations about the order in
which therapeutic options should be used to provide the best chance of success, there
are still considerable areas of uncertainty for primary care practitioners, and several
alterative prescribing options are available to clinicians contemplating an increase in
pharmacotherapy. These options include not only decision of the ICS molecule to use
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but decisions on the type of inhaler device used (eg between a pressurised metered
dose inhaler (MDI), a breath-actuated pressurised metered dose inhaler (BAI) or a dry
powder inhaler (DPI)), all of which are themselves available in a variety of different
delivery systems. Also, in patients ‘stepping up’ to add-on therapy with long acting
beta 2 agonists, there are decisions concerning the use of separate inhalers or fixed
dose combination inhalers. A variety of factors affect clinicians decision making,
including guidelines, efficacy data from RCTs, costs, assessments of patients’ likely
adherence to different regimes, assessments of patients’ inhaler technique with
different delivery systems and patient understanding and preference. Clinicians
consider both the device and the individual molecule when deciding which
formulation to prescribe42.
In summary, prescribers are faced with a variety of complex decisions when deciding
on which ICS formulation to use, and as a result both over-treatment and undertreatment may occur.

2.5 Factors affecting asthma control in the community.

The reasons for poor asthma control are many and complex, and a poor relationship is
observed between objective measures such as lung function, bronchial hyperreactivity and airways inflammation and asthma control43;44. Poor control is frequently
related to factors such as adherence with ICS treatment and inhaler technique, as
discussed below. Several other factors have been shown to have a significant impact
on asthma outcomes independently of objective asthma severity. Outcomes of asthma
care are affected by ethnicity, with black and Asian populations having poor
outcomes7;45 Socioeconomic status and depression have an effect on asthma
symptoms and outcomes independent of asthma severity46. Stress, anxiety and
depression are associated with asthma and may all lead to poor asthma control and
poor asthma outcomes5;47-49. Functional breathing problems may complicate asthma24.
When poor control is identified, increasing controller treatment is generally the first
response, but we recommend that clinicians need to take a holistic view of the patient
and his or her illness, and that decisions about initiating, increasing or changing ICS
formulations are taken in conjunction with assessment of other pertinent individual
factors and likely reasons for poor control in that individual. Such factors included
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incorrect diagnosis or complicating co-morbidity such as COPD or dysfunctional
breathing; smoking; limited adherence; poor inhaler technique and active rhinitis.

We feel therefore that recommendations on asthma pharmacotherapy need to
recognise the complex needs and backgrounds of patients treated for asthma in the
community.
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3. ADHERENCE AND INHALER TECHNIQUE

3.1 Scale of lack of adherence in asthma
The mainstay of treatment for persistent asthma is with the regular use of ICS, and
this therapy class is recommended for all but the mildest asthma12. Efficacy of ICS
treatment will however depend on the inhaler being used regularly and as
recommended (adherence), and on the drug being delivered efficiently to the airways
(inhaler technique and device emission properties). It is widely accepted that
adherence with recommended ICS regimes is often poor in adults and children treated
for asthma. A systematic review of studies measuring adherence with ICS50 reported
that patients on average take less that 50% of inhaled medication prescribed, with
different studies reporting that patients took the recommended medication on 20-73%
of days, with timing of and persistence with treatment frequently being erratic.
In paediatric asthma care, numerous studies have shown that although patients and
parents will report high adherence when questioned, in actuality non-adherence is
common and frequent51-56. Poor adherence in children related to poor control52;55;57-59,
to psychological and social factors in both children and parents53;54 and in parents to
ethnicity55 and to family dysfunction54;55.
Poor adherence in adults is similarly common58;60-64; even in patients with severe
persistent asthma and regular admissions only ½ use daily ICS62. Irregular use was
commonly observed, with a ‘stop-start’ pattern indicative of symptom driven use
described. A large UK primary care study examining the records of over 280,000
patients found that prescription refill data for ICS indicated that 58% of patients were
under-using ICS medication60, and a cross-sectional analysis of 5 GP patient
populations in the UK found regular ICS use occurred in only 35% of cases65. As with
children, factors predicting poor adherence include younger age60 ethnicity63,
psychosocial and educational disadvantage63;64 and health beliefs about asthma63.
Adherence has been shown to be high immediately after a hospital admission for
asthma, but to decline rapidly following discharge, with forgetfulness,
misunderstanding and inconvenience being identified as causes for non-adherence63.
Clinicians are however potentially able to improve adherence to ICS treatment in their
patients; a systematic review of the effects of psycho-educational care in adults with
asthma showed improvements in adherence and in outcomes in association with
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educational programmes66, and Cochrane review of patient education and provision or
personal action plans in adults33 and children67 showed improvements in a range of
asthma outcomes associated with such programmes.

3.2 Reasons for non-adherence in asthma.

Non-adherence may be intentional or non-intentional. Reasons for non-intentional
compliance include forgetfulness63;68 poor inhaler technique50 and inconvenient
regimes. There is some evidence that less inhalations per day results in better
adherence, although not all studies agree on this50.
Reasons for intentional non-adherence include personal or parental worries about the
safety if ICS69, lack of belief in the effectiveness of ICS59;59 and over perception of
asthma control52;63;70. Poor adherence is more likely in those with adverse
psychosocial profiles57;63;64, those with lower educational levels63 and when poor
patient-clinician communication exists63;64;71. The belief that asthma is an intermittent
rather than a persistent illness is also associated with intermittent use of controller
therapy72
Patients often have exaggerated concerns about the side-effects of ICS which are
often mistaken and relate to misunderstandings about anabolic effects and
tachyphalaxis73. ICS have an excellent safety profile at standard doses74;75 but risks of
caratacts76, glaucoma77 hip fracture78 and even life threatening adrenal suppression in
children79 may occur with dose-related effects and log duration of use. Parents gave
concerns over growth issues with children, and although the growth data from
paediatric cohort studies is reasurring80. there are some effects on growth even at
moderate licensed doses.
Actively involving patients in decision-making processes is likely to improve
adherence81.

3.3 Consequences of non-adherence in asthma
Regular use of ICS is recommended for the treatment of persistent asthma12 as
inflammation persists in periods of low or absent symptoms and the effects of ICS
may take several months to be fully apparent82. Poor adherence is associated with
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poor control in children52;55;59 and in adults57;62;63. Studies have confirmed a
relationship between asthma related hospitalisation and poor adherence83, including a
case control study of risk factors for asthma hospitalisation reporting that low and
irregular use of ICS and a low perception of efficacy of ICS was associated with
increased risk of admission84 . A case-control study reporting typical ICS adherence
rates of approximately 50% in adults compared hospitalisation rates amongst adherent
and non-adherent patients; after adjusting for known potential confounders, it was
reported that each 25% increase in the time without ICS medication resulted in a
doubling of the asthma hospitalisation risk, and 60% of all hospitalisations would not
have occurred if there had been no gaps in adherence85. As discussed in section 2.2
above, hospitalisation is the major driver of direct medical costs.
In a paediatric study examining the relationship between poor adherence and
exacerbation frequency in childhood asthma, in those who suffered exacerbation the
median compliance with ICS was 13.7% compared to 68.2% in those without
exacerbations58. A further study found that only 18% of children hospitalised with
asthma look regular ICS86.
Large observational studies of health maintenance organisation data have shown that
regular use of ICS is protective against asthma mortality87-89 and hospitalisation90.
Irregular use of ICS is a risk factor for diverse outcomes including death88;89.
The consequences of poor adherence with ICS treatment can be poor outcomes, and
any consideration of the effectiveness of ICS therapy needs to recognise that
adherence is a key issue

In summary, non-adherence is a significant issue in asthma care. Improving
adherence needs to be a priority for any health professional since it puts patients at
risk of exacerbations, and potentially hospitalisation, and even death.

3.4. Inhaler Technique

The efficacy of inhaled therapy relies on delivery of inhaled medication to the airways
and therefore on adequate inhaler technique. Poor inhaler technique may therefore
result in lack of adequate lung deposition and so in treatment failure91. Although
patients entered into randomised controlled trials of inhaled therapy are selected on
the basis of an adequate inhaler technique, there is considerable evidence that inhaler
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technique is often inadequate in clinical practice. A review of 6 studies comparing
major problems with inhalation technique in patients treated for asthma using various
self-actuated inhaler devices found significant problems in technique in between 58
and 89% of patients92. A further systematic review of studies quantifying the fraction
of patients using the inhaler correctly on the basis of a physician assessment found
‘good’ technique in between 5 and 86% of patient depending on how intensively
trained patients had been and what device they were using50 and overall found
‘efficient’ technique in about 50% or patients. Training appears effective in improving
technique50;93 but does not always occur in real world situations. This problem seems
to be most acute in association with MDIs94;95, where problems with technique
include poor co-ordination between the actuation of the aerosol and commencement
of the correct inhalational effort and a slow inhalation96;97 and may lead to inadequate
drug deposition in the lungs.
In paediatric practice, a recent review paper quoted correct technique in 39-67% of
children with asthma98, and in a recent study only 2 or 30 children assessed had
adequate technique, although in all cases the parents thought that the technique was
good 99.
In summary, poor inhaler technique leading to inadequate drug delivery is common in
real-world practice, and may influence the choice of ICS inhaler prescribed.

3.5 Choice of formulation and outcomes

ICS are available in a variety of formulations in the UK, including MDIs, BAIs and
DPIs. Even with good technique the amount of active drug reaching the lungs varies
with the type of delivery system used, and depend on a number of factors including
the pharmacokinetic and dynamic properties of the formulation. Deposition studies
indicate improved delivery of drug with a DPI over MDIs100 and with a BAI over an
MDI100;101
An important question for clinicians is therefore whether the choice of formulation
and delivery system has an effect on asthma clinical outcomes. A systematic review
of randomised controlled trials comparing the clinical effectiveness of the delivery of
ICS via different delivery systems102 concluded that there was no evidence of
improved efficacy with the more expensive and sophisticated BAI or DPI devices.
The generalisability of the results of this study have however been criticised;
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examination of the inclusion criteria of the studies included in this meta-analysis
shows that good inhaler technique with either device and good compliance were
prerequisites to entry in the study. Indeed, as discussed below, there is considerable
evidence that the inclusion criteria for many asthma RCTs means that only 5% of
people treated for asthma in the community would be eligible for such studies, and
hence casts significant doubt on the uncritical extrapolation of the results of these
studies to the many patients with asthma with poor compliance and poor inhaler
technique19;103. Senior UK asthma experts have questioned whether improved
compliance and improved drug deposition that may be associated with DPIs or BAIs
above MDIs may result in better outcomes and so may be more cost effective104.
Evidence from UK observational studies encompassing the heterogeneous ‘real-life’
asthma population suggests that outcomes may be better in those prescribed BAIs
above those prescribed MDIs105, and in those prescribed a DPI above those prescribed
an MDI106. There is also evidence of differences in outcome in patients prescribed the
same ICS molecule via different DPI systems107.
In addition, for some patients the use of a combination inhaler incorporating an ICS
and a bronchodilator (e.g. ICS plus long acting beta agonist) may result in greater
adherence and so in improved outcomes; a study assessing refill rates in a US health
maintenance organisation report that adherence and persistence with ICS treatment
was higher in those prescribed a combination formulation than in those prescribed an
ICS alone (4.1 v 2.3 refills/12months), or than those prescribed the 2 components in
separate inhalers108; it is suggested that patients are able to perceive the immediate
benefits of the bronchodilator component of a combination inhaler more immediately
than the delayed effects if the ICS, and the confidence provided by this perception
may improve adherence with the ICS.

While NICE intends to focus on compounds alone in this appraisal, from a primary
care perspective it is clear that the delivery method selected may impact on the
clinical outcomes achieved, with significant sequelae for morbidity and mortality . In
the ‘real world’, the compound and device are therefore closely linked. Using the
same compound in different devices may achieve different outcomes.
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4. CO-MORBIDITY

A number of co-morbid conditions exist that can affect asthma control and the results
of asthma pharmacotherapy and these need to be considered by clinicians when
considering therapeutic options in asthma.

4.1 Allergic Rhinitis
Asthma and rhinitis are commonly associated with each other109, and the WHO has
recommended that when one diagnosis is made the presence of the other condition
should be actively looked for110, and that when co-morbidity exists a strategy that
encompasses treatment of both upper and lower airways inflammation may provide
the best outcomes. UK primary care studies have shown that the presence of comorbid rhinitis may be a marked for poor asthma outcomes both in adults111;112 and in
children113. When co-morbidity exists, asthma outcomes may be better in those in
whom the rhinitis is treated114;115. However, when topical therapy with corticosteroids
is given for each condition, the cumulative steroid load needs to be considered
particularly when the nasal corticosteroid used is orally bioavailable77;116.

4.2 Gastro-oesophageal Reflux
Gastro-oesophageal reflux is more common in people with asthma117 and reflux can
give rise to respiratory symptoms and to worsened asthma118; the relationship between
asthma and reflux appears to be bi-directional119. Some patients with co-morbidity
may show better asthma outcomes when reflux is treated120.

4.3 Smoking

Many patients with asthma smoke, and until recently little evidence was available on
such patients as they were generally excluded from clinical trials. It has become clear
however that asthma outcomes are poor in smokers121 and that smoking leads to
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steroid-resistant disease requiring significantly higher doses of ICS for effective
treatment97.
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5. HETEROGENEITY OF ASTHMA AND ASTHMA OUTCOMES

5.1: Asthma Phenotypes
Asthma is a heterogeneous condition122 and different patients may respond in
different ways to different therapies123;124. There is a heterogeneity in individual
patient dose-response relationships to ICS125;126; while many patients will achieve
maximum ICS responses at doses between 400 and 800 mcg/day of beclomethasone
or equivalent127, some patients with more therapy-resistant disease uncontrolled on
standard doses of ICS may benefit from higher doses128;129. “ A significant minority of
patients may show resistance to ICS therapy. A large multinational study of 3416
uncontrolled asthma patients (Bateman, Boushey et al, Am J Res Crit Care Med,
2004;170:835-44) showed that in spite of attempts to optimise asthma control with
individualised doses of an inhaled steroid/ long acting beta agonist combination about
30 % of patients failed to achieve Guideline-recommended control.” Guidelines and
guidance make recommendations based on grouped mean data from clinical trials, and
these data point to the therapeutic option that is most likely to be successful. It is
important to recognise however that the grouped mean data will encompass
considerable individual variation in response, and there may be sub-groups
responding particularly well or badly to particular therapies. It is therefore important
to recognise that not all patients will require or respond well to the same therapy. It is
starting to become apparent that in part this heterogeneity relates to genetic factors130.
Phenotypes of asthma are beginning to be described131, some of which have
implications for therapeutic effect; for example, asthma characterised by neutrophilic
rather than eosinophilic airways inflammation is highly steroid-resistant132. The
influence of co-morbidities, ethnicity, psychosocial factors and factors such as
smoking on asthma outcomes is discussed above.
It is important therefore that recommendations for the use of ICS in asthma recognise
individual heterogeneity, that a significant minority of asthma patients are not
controlled with inhaled ICS treatment, and that guidance does not prevent clinicians
from having a range of compounds to choose from.
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5.2: Outcome measures in asthma

Asthma is a complex and multi-faceted condition and no single outcome
measure encompasses the whole picture in asthma133. Relevant outcome measures in
the assessment of asthma control include lung function, symptoms, health status,
exacerbations, lung function, measures of airways inflammation and of airways
hyper-reactivity. No single outcome measure can give sufficient information in
isolation on asthma control, and composite measures are increasingly used as outcome
measures in asthma clinical trials134. There is for instance a poor relationship between
symptoms and lung function44. Treatment strategies targeted on inflammation132;135 or
hyper-reactivity136 may lead to better outcomes than traditional guideline based
assessments centring on symptom control and lung function.

5.3: Duration of asthma studies
It has been increasingly recognised that duration of asthma studies are important when
examining outcomes. Whilst 12 weeks may be sufficient to study lung function
response, it is clearly inadequate to assess exacerbations and broad asthma control.
Longer term studies are also required when examining the impact of adherence on
asthma outcomes related to different technologies.
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6. DATA SOURCES

Modern guidelines and treatment decision protocols rely on evidence-based
recommendations, and evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and
systematic reviews of such trials are given highest credence and the highest evidence
levels in guidelines. The NICE evaluation plans to follow this paradigm. It needs to be
borne in mind however that the structure of the RCT is designed to show internal
validity by removing possible sources of bias; this includes strict entry criteria that
encompass precise demographic and phenotypic characterisation of subjects. When
extrapolating the results of RCTs to broader populations beyond the study recruitment
base, it is however critically important to show external validity, i.e. to confirm that
the study population is broadly similar to the general population for whom the
guidance is intended.
A recent study of eligibility criteria investigated whether patients attending GP and
outpatient clinics for asthma treatment would fulfil the typical entry criteria for
asthma clinical trials (absence of co-morbidity, FEV1 50–85% of predicted, present or
historical reversibility of 12% in the last year, non-smoker or if ex-smoker with a
smoking burden of less then 10 pack years) found that only 5% of 334 consecutive
patients met these criteria19; if additional criteria such as being symptomatic and
having regular use of inhaled corticosteroids were added this reduced the numbers of
eligible asthma patients to 3.3%. This paper questioned whether such data can be
extrapolated to a larger, ‘‘real life’’ population of patients with asthma. Indeed, it has
been suggested that manipulation of study entry criteria and outcome measures by
study sponsors in asthma clinical trials may lead to superiority of particular products
or therapy classes103; for instance, a study designed to examine the efficacy of a
bronchodilator is more likely to be positive if patients with reduced lung function and
documented reversibility to bronchodilators are used as entry selection criteria, and a
study wishing to show superiority of an anti-inflammatory medication is more likely
to be positive if patients with demonstrated sub-optimally treated inflammation are
selected, and if exacerbations are the principle outcome measure. These issues clearly
need to be carefully appraised when reviewing study evidence sources.
There is evidence to suggest that GPs may harbour reservations about the applicability
of EBM conclusions to their practice and to the patients that they treat. Recent
qualitative studies of UK GPs 137;138 suggest that their views of effective care
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encompassed not only the objective clinical factors addressed in RCTs but also
covered individual patient factors and the resource related factors that play a role in
‘real-world’ practice. They also felt that evidence resulting from hospital-based
patients and settings did not necessarily apply to the ‘real-world’ setting they
practised in, and received a tension between ‘evidence-based specialist and
‘pragmatic’ generalists138. A recent meta-analysis of effective interventions for
changing clinical behavior found that successful interventions needed to be perceived
as relevant by GPs to the patients that they see and to the in which context that they
practice139.
We feel therefore that there is a need for this evaluation to encompass robust and
methodologically sound data from ‘real-world’ settings including studies in milder
disease, pragmatic trials and observational studies.
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7. SUMMARY

The GPIAG supports a review of the use of ICS technologies in the treatment of
asthma. We feel however that this review must encompass real world considerations,
which will involve using data sources beyond RCT data and careful consideration of
the external validity of randomised trial data. There are particular factors in the
assessment of this technology that necessitate this ‘real-world’ perspective; in
particular issues of adherence and inhaler technique are of crucial importance in
assessing the use of ICS treatment for asthma. The considerable heterogeneity of
asthma and the complexity of managing asthma means that a simple recommendation
of one compound over others may not benefit patient outcomes.
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